Cycling round Britain
Day 1 – Train to Carlisle

I had a bad night, sleepless
and sweaty and got up at
about 3 for a pee and a
drink of water. I got a bit
more rest but was up and
dressed by 0700. Rob had
agreed to transport me and
my bike to Bristol Parkway
and, after a bit of breakfast,
we set off in an unpleasant mizzle at about 830 to catch the 1239 to
Birmingham New Street. That should have been plenty of time, but, in
the event, we only made it with about 15 minutes to spare, because of
early morning traffic: fortunate that I had not relied on Google Maps
schedule. Rob turned straight round and left me to my own devices. I
found a lift to take me and my trusty bike up to the concourse and
then immediately found that I had to go back down to collect my ticket
from the machine I had passed in the lobby. I left the bike and its
load for the few minutes it took to get my ticket and then wheeled it to
another lift that took me down to the platform.
The Cross-country train from Bristol which ends up in Glasgow by
way of the east coast route, was well marked with the bike access
door, and I hung my cycle, in the designated space, by its front wheel.
It all looked a bit precarious and the bike was able to swing side to
side bumping handlebars against the bulkheads. Anyway no damage
appears to have been done and I was able to get bike, two panniers
and handlebar bag off the train and onto the platform without holding
up everyone else too much.
I thought that I might struggle to catch my connection in Birmingham,
as the train left a little late from Bristol Parkway and, consequently,
arrived a couple of minutes behind schedule at New Street. However,
all was well because the ongoing 1215 train to Edinburgh, via Carlisle,
my destination, was not scheduled to leave until 1230.

The next problem was to get to the correct platform which meant
finding the lift up to the concourse and working out which train was
going to Carlisle. Fortunately, I had thought ahead and deduced that
the train was likely to leave from Platform 6 which, indeed, it did. I
then had the problem of finding the cycle space on this, larger train.
No station staff were readily available but I eventually found a
dispatcher who told me the door was right at the front. However,
when I got there, there was no sign and I had to wait until one of the
train staff was able to let me in through an unmarked door. Once
inside all was rosy. There were no other bikes and mine was able to
stand upright, restrained by an adjustable belt. I then walked through
into the main body of the train and was able to sit down in a seat
designated for cyclists, get out my laptop and start writing this blog.
You might think that Wi-Fi would be freely available on all trains but
unless you’ve paid the exorbitant cost of travelling first class they ask
£6 for 3 hours of connection. I don’t know if you get free access if
you’re a Virgin Broadband customer but I’m not, so declined their
kind offer!
Virgin trains are certainly much more luxurious than the SW Trains
that I’m used to and there is considerably more legroom. The aircon
worked and it was a comfortable trip. I was asked to place my bike
reservation ticket on the bike but have never received one, so I hope
that there is someone to let me off when we reach Carlisle.
A bit of shut-eye and I came around at Wigan with sun shining for the
first time today. I looked across at the Pennines which I will cross 4
times in my circuitous route back and forth across England, the first
time tomorrow when I shall follow the Roman road along Hadrian’s
Wall before heading a bit further north to visit Morpeth on my way
down to Newcastle-upon-Tyne, my overnight stop.
Next stop was Preston which I shall pass through on Sunday, day 4 of
my journey, on my way to Liverpool and Widnes. By then I will already
have travelled close to 250 miles on the bike.
The grass harvest is almost as far advanced here as it is at home. The
country is alternately a green and yellow patchwork and the fields are
full of contented cattle and sheep. We’re travelling between the M6
and the A6, both busy: I hope that the A6 will be less so at the

weekend as I have to follow it for some of my journey from Morecambe
to Widnes.
At Lancaster the sun disappears again but it doesn’t look as though it
will rain again today, just one of those breezy days of sunny periods
with regular clouds moving across the sky to temporarily blot out the
sun. We cross the canal which has a tarmac cycle track that I shall
take on my way south and pull into Lancaster station.
Setting off again we cross the River Lune and are treated to views of
Morecambe Bay, empty of water, the tide far out but dangerous for the
unwary who can be caught by the water advancing faster than a
galloping horse. That, sadly, was the fate of some illegally employed
Chinese cockle pickers in 2004.
The railway now switchbacks, as I had to when I cycled from Lands
End to John O’Groats in 2014, before making the climb over Shap
Fell, deceptively easily in a train, and descending quickly to Penrith.
The fells of the Lake District are to our left and there are substantial
engineering works going on at Oxenholme. Kendal sits greyly in the
landscape, an ugly town to view from afar and one that has lost its
heart with no livestock market and the building of an out of town
centre shopping park. We pass a long train loaded with softwood saw
logs before re-joining the route of the motorway, then another with
trucks laden with Granite from the quarry at Shap. Blencathra, far in
the distance, sits under a topping of cloud and the sun, once again,
disappears.
Occasionally the aircon switches off and we have a moment of silence,
no rail or wind noise, until it cuts back in again to provide an ambient
racket. My travelling companions from Stafford depart at Penrith.
They look as though they are going walking and, as they leave,
congratulate the newly married couple, who got on the train at Wigan
with a bottle of champagne, on their way to their honeymoon in
Edinburgh.

Finally, we arrive at Carlisle 20 minutes late and I sneak out of the
back of the station, without needing to show my ticket, into the
station car park where I discard my tracksuit trousers and share the
fact that I am about to cycle over 2000 miles, with a train driver on
his fag break. I finally find my way into the town centre and persuade
a
passing
couple
out for a
walk
with
their

grandchildren to take my picture in front of the old Town Hall
As you can see it’s 12 minutes to four

Day 2 Carlisle – Morpeth - Newcastle

Overnight accommodation in Carlisle left much to be desired but was
cheap. The room was tucked up at the top of the house in an attic up
a very steep winding staircase. Quite how it satisfied fire regulations is
beyond me but fortunately they weren’t put to the test. The room had
a small area in which you could stand upright and a sloping ceiling
with a Velux window which could not be opened. The bed was pretty
unforgiving as well so I had another restless night, though some of
that was due to the fact that I dozed on the train and did no hard
work. The city, itself is quite compact and the road from the B&B to
the centre was lined with guest houses, pubs and restaurants so there
was no lack of choice for eating and drinking. I went into a
Wetherspoon style boozer and was pleasantly surprised to get
Doombar for £2.40 a pint, so sunk a couple before going across the
road to an all you can eat Chinese buffet. I pigged out, rather more
than was comfortable, for the princely sum of £8.90, with a pint for an
extra 3 quid. Back to the hotel to watch the news in the resident’s
lounge and bed by 11.
Full English breakfast was fine and I left the hotel at about 0900 for
my first day on a full laden bike for a while. It felt somewhat unwieldy
for the first few miles but I got used to it. I left by the Warwick Road
past the rugby and football grounds and stayed on a main road until I
crossed the River Eden at Warwick Bridge and then turned north
through pleasant riverine meadows coupled with a bit of steep
climbing that presented no difficulty until I reached the main
Newcastle road close to Carlisle airport. I stayed on that until
Brampton where I took off towards Hadrian’s Wall. The day was lovely,
bright and sunny with not much traffic on the back roads but there
was a brisk NE wind which was in my face for most of the day. The
first hour was quite slow going. I only managed 11.7 miles, well below
average and I put that down to the wind.

Past Lanercost Priory where I
stopped to take a picture
from inside the enormous
graveyard and up a steep
pitch registering 14% on the
Garmin which turned into a
long hard climb for about 2
miles. At the top I exchanged
pleasantries with a lady with an enormous pack
on her back and then onwards to the first
glimpse of Hadrian’s Wall at Wall Banks Turret
where I chatted to another walker about my
challenge. The road here is quite narrow but
with virtually no traffic was a very pleasant ride
even when the sun started to disappear. It was
quite overcast by the time I reached Birdoswald
Fort. I wrongly though that I could make a
shortcut through the fields but when faced by a
steep gravel hill turned round and stuck to the
road. Just short of Gilsland I stopped at a
junction to consult the navigators, lost my
balance and, still clipped in to one pedal, over I
went. The usual bloody knee, which looked a
great deal worse than it was, was soon patched up
with a bit of Sudocrem and I continued past
Haltwhistle Golf Club to Greenhead where I faced
a major climb up Greenhead Bank. There is a
special bike path alongside the road and I was
going up as a couple of heavily laden bike tourists
were coming down. Fortunately, we avoided one
another and I puffed my way up an incline which
Gary registered at 16%. Hard work but not too
long. This brought me up to the military road that
goes in true Roman style straight for about 15
miles. There are turns but you can see the ups
and downs a long way off and it’s quite disheartening. I remember
cycling this road in the opposite direction about 20 years ago and it
was no less taxing this time.

Past the Twice Brewed Inn (once is not enough) and Housesteads Fort
with a full car park and a couple of coaches of school children and
through lots of fell country, empty but for sheep. Finally, finally, the
switchback ended and I descended fast to Chollerford where I turned
off the route and took lunch at the Crown inn at Humshaugh. I was
pleasantly surprised to get a pensioner’s lunch for a fiver. Well cooked
fish and chips and a good pint of Five Bridges ale for an extra £3.10.
Very good value.
Continuing on I crossed the North Tyne River at Chollerford Bridge
and headed north east into a freshening wind. Large fields and a
certain amount of woodland made this more enjoyable. I went off rout
at one point but it was 4 sides of a square and I saved myself some
main road. I passed Little Bavington where my cousin Con Leathart
lived. She was a remarkable lady who was one of the very first women
aviators, ferrying aircraft around during WW11 and living to the age of
89 in the cottage at Little Bavington where she kept donkeys. I
remember visiting her as a boy and being in awe of the fact that she
swam every day of the year in an unheated pool in the garden. When
I asked for orange squash she served it straight, saying she thought it
better without water!
I was fairly soon on the road to Morpeth which I
reached in good time. I wanted to have my
picture taken in front of Northumberland County
Hall and a lady with her 3 grandsons was
hovering by the Viking in front of the building
and she agreed to take the snap. Unfortunately I
hadn’t been keeping an eye on my phone battery
and as soon as I gave her the phone it turned
itself off. I have some spare backup batteries but
they take a while to charge so I delayed her quite
considerably but eventually managed the picture.
She was charming and wished me luck and the
usual “rather you than me”
It was then a question of following the Great North Road into
Newcastle. Because of low phone battery the navigation was awkward
but I finally found the hotel at 1800, booked in, did the usual washing
and charging and then set down to the blog. I’ll go in search of food
and look forward to an easier day tomorrow with the wind at my back

Day 3 Newcastle–Durham–NorthallertonBedale

The Hansen Hotel in Newcastle was a good find. I was cheerily greeted
and given a room to myself on the ground floor that had beds for 6
and was able to bring the bike into the room with me. There was a hen
party from Wales staying but after an initial noisy session they went
out on the lash and the next that I saw or heard of them was some
sorry looking faces at breakfast. I completed the blog and was out
looking for food by 8pm. I settled on the Hancock, a Wetherspoon pub,
not far from the B&B, in the university district. It was very noisy but
had Doombar at £2.85 and a passable burger to eat. Nothing fancy,
just a typical Wetherspoon pub, full of students.

I left the hotel after a good Full English at
about 0900 in dank air, almost raining, but it
held off and improved as the day went on. The
Civic Centre was close by and I stopped a
passer-by who kindly took a snap. It’s a
modern building with little charm, at odds
with the Georgian centre of the city, through
which I went on my way to the riverside and
the iconic bridges. I went over to Gateshead by
way of the Millennium bridge: it’s a fine
structure and fits into its surroundings well,
enhancing the nearby Sage concert centre.

There’s quite a steep climb up from the Tyne but it was soon over and
I then had to battle with the traffic on the A167 as it makes it way
south. The cyclist is partly catered for with dedicated lanes in places
or sharing with buses and taxis but there are odd sections where
there is nothing, so it’s a bit of a lottery. Gateshead and its suburbs

extend about 5 miles and the first sign of countryside is around
Anthony Gormley’s Angel of the North which I photographed back and
front. The road then goes back into urban sprawl almost
all the way to Chester-le-Street so it wasn’t a very enticing
ride and I had travelled 12 miles before I took to country
roads. Even then the road I was on was very busy all the
way to the outskirts of Durham City. I had researched the
County Halls of England and found out that Durham’s
was another 60’s building at Arkley Heads, about 2 miles
from the city centre and I got a bit lost, ending up on a
trail way that took me down into a valley and so steeply
up the other side that my front wheel came off the
ground: however I made it and found County hall where someone took
my picture. Apparently the building is due for demolition but where
the new County Hall will be, I don’t know. I then made my way into
the City Centre travelling along the river Wear, looking up at the
Cathedral before crossing the Prebend’s Bridge and riding up the
steep cobble street to the front of the Cathedral. This is partly covered
in scaffold and tarpaulin so does not look its best and it is quite
difficult to get a decent shot because two trees have been planted in
front of it. It seems a strange decision to mar such an iconic view. I
spent far more time in Durham
than I had intended and then
got lost, doing a complete
circuit and ending up on the
riverside path before I finally
found my way back onto the
road south. I was surprised at
the amount of climbing that
was required to get out of the Wear Valley, past several
university buildings before, once again joining the A167.
At Ferryhill I had another steep climb before hitting the
first real country roads of the day and I had a pleasant
ride in improving weather with a bit of sunshine to help
me on my way. I had intended to lunch at the pub in
Great Stainton but was so late that I decided to stop
and eat the Jaffa cakes and apple that I had bought the
night before. I was able to make good use of my time on
a bench in the middle of Mordon, both eating my feast

and instructing Rob how to use the payroll system. Both were
successfully concluded and I continued south through fairly flat
countryside.

40 or so miles into the journey I had to cross the River Tees as it
meanders its way to Middlesborough. This involved several acute
changes of direction as there is a decided lack of bridges and you have
to make your way around large loops of the river. I whizzed down a
hill into Neasham to be faced with a steep climb to the level at which I
had started but no way of getting between the two points except that
which I took: annoying to say the least. Eventually I crossed the Tees
at Over Dinsdale on a narrow and rather makeshift looking bridge and
from there it was mainly flat going until I, once again, hit my old
friend the A167 at Great Smeaton. There were some stiff climbs
before Northallerton which is the home of North Yorkshire County
Council, the old North Riding but I was there by about 1630, just as
most of the workforce was leaving County Hall. This is a handsome
red brick building but almost entirely covered in scaffolding and
boards so my picture was nondescript. I took a couple of shots of the
building anyway to show I’d been there

I was now only about 7 miles from my overnight stop at Bedale and I
made it to the Green Dragon, which was heaving with drinkers at
1730. I was welcomed by the hardworking barman and my bike was
put in the function room for the night. My room is perfectly adequate
but I don’t get a full breakfast in the morning, having to make do with
cereals and croissant. I may have to find a greasy spoon before I take
off over the Pennines again tomorrow.

Day 4 Bedale – Lancaster – Morecambe

The Green Dragon in Bedale was where I rested my head last night.
Mike, the landlord, was most welcoming and provided me with a
couple of croissants and a yoghurt as well as the cereals already in
the room. The beer was reasonably priced: I was surprised to find
Ringwood on sale, (though I’m not surprised to find Black Sheep in
Somerset), so beer travels all around the country. There was a live
band playing in the bar, a bit too noisy for me but from outside they
sounded quite good. Fortunately, they packed in about 1130 so I was
not much disturbed. I had forgotten that people tend to eat early in
the North so I was a bit surprised to find that the first two food pubs I
walked into had stopped serving by 745pm. I ended up in one of
Bedale’s three Indian restaurants and had a perfectly ok meal and a
pint of Cobra.
With the extra food that Mike provided I had a good breakfast and was
away from the hotel by 0930. The weather was dreary, Scotch mist
heavy enough to fog my glasses in minutes and it stayed like that for
the first hour which is how long it took me to reach Leyburn, a
bustling town with plenty of punters around, even in the iffy
conditions. From Leyburn I had a long swooping descent to Wensley

(more cheese Grommitt) before striking off North West through
undulating country. Lots of silage making going on and fields with
cattle and sheep. The mist was still hanging on the tops though it
had cleared a bit at my level so cycling became a bit more pleasant. I
crossed the line of the Wensleydale Railway, a
heritage line that runs regular passenger
services using mainly diesel, but occasionally
steam, locomotives. As I could hear a train
coming I stopped and took a rather poor picture
of it disappearing up a significant grade.
Just after Redmire I saw a sign for the
Yorkshire Dales National Park with its fine
looking Swaledale sheep. Sadly shortly
afterwards I saw a dead ewe in a field alongside
the road. The early part of the day was
punctuated with death. There was a keeper’s
gibbet of stoats,
weasels and
rats, countless roadkill
pheasants and
rabbits and even the
odd lamb that
had taken on a vehicle.
On the counterside I passed an
enormous game
farm that stretched
along the
roadside for a good half
mile and plenty
of healthy sheep and cattle.
The road headed south west and I followed it until Rita told me to turn
right down an unmade track. I treated this with caution but, having
looked at the map I could
see that she was taking me
to a pedestrian bridge over
the River Ure (too misty for
a midge to be around) and
I bumped my way down for
only about 100 metres
before crossing over onto
the south bank and the
A684, back on the road
that I left at Wensley

The road was quite busy which was uncomfortable at times as it is not
over wide in places but I pressed on to Hawes, the highest market
town in Yorkshire which seems to play on tenuous links with James
Herriot. There was an extremely steep bank going out of the town and,
as I was recovering my
breath, I was passed by
another cyclist who
asked where I was going
and how far? He was
suitably impressed by
2016 miles and wished
me well. In the
meantime he raced off
into the mist and left
me to plug on at my usual pace. There was now a steady climb for
about 6 miles but with enough “downs” to take the pain out of it and I
crested the watershed at about 1.15pm. As you can see it was still
very sullen and overcast.

Now the fun started, racing downhill on a good road surface, hitting
40mph at times – exhilarating. I thought that I would see the
Ribblehead rail viaduct from a long way back so was surprised when I
came around a bend at speed and there it was in front of me. It’s an
extraordinary structure built between 1870 and 1874, reputedly
employing 1000 navvies, of whom 100 died in the construction with a
further 100 deaths from disease. The arches are constructed of
limestone blocks lined with brick.

Sadly, there were no trains crossing whilst I ate a pack of Jaffa Cakes
and an apple. I decided, once again, to skip lunch which I could have
eaten at the Railway pub. From the south side, after a steep climb
past the pub, the viaduct looks less imposing

And it soon disappears from view as the road drops steeply down to
Chapel-le Dale, the graveyard of which is the last resting place of
those killed building the viaduct. Chapel-le Dale was crowded with
walkers, I suspect this was a special event judging by the numbers.
Possibly they were climbing nearby Ingleborough, which, from the
distance in the north looks to have a flat top just like Cape Town’s
Table Mountain. I had to pull into the centre of the road to avoid

mowing down pedestrians and was rudely hooted at from behind by
an impatient Harley rider, full of his own importance. Downwards,
ever downwards to Ingleton and the edge of the National Park.
From Ingleton the road goes up and down, often quite steeply for
about 12 miles along the edge of the Forest of Bowland and through
some pretty villages. Eventually I reached the A683 and followed it to
Brookhouse, where an excellent tarmac pedestrian/cycle track, along
an old railway, took me all the way through the middle of Lancaster to
my destination at Morecambe. There were some less than considerate
users, especially walkers who fanned out 3 abreast and then looked
aggrieved that I wanted to pass them. In Lancaster the cycle track
crosses the River Lune by way of the Millennium bridge, a striking
shape and structure.

Eventually the track ends and Rita soon took me to the Trevelyan
Hotel where I am staying the night.
Morecambe is a sad place. I walked up the seafront on what had
turned into a lovely warm summer evening. Everywhere I looked was
closed or derelict. There is an old funfair area which has, apparently
been closed for 16 years, boarded up and sad. The Polo tower built to
look like a pack of the eponymous mints still stands, decaying and
forlorn, alongside Aldi, its only use as a telephone mast. I found
somewhere to eat in the old railway station, typical pub grub but fine
in its own way. No draught beer on offer so I made do with John
Smiths at £2.85 a pint.
I wandered on down the prom to find the statue to Morecambe’s
favourite son, Eric Bartholomew.
It’s a jolly thing and, in the
flowerbeds alongside are bronze
seagulls. There is some really
good architecture in the town,
including the refurbished Art
Deco Midland Hotel and a
striking building housing
Barclays bank. The Town Council have made great efforts to improve
the place with poetry in the pavements and statuary on the

roundabouts but I’m afraid cheap airfares have destroyed what was
once a grand seaside town.

Day 5 Morecambe – Preston- Liverpool Widnes

This was a day that I had marked down for a bit of recovery between
crossing the Yorkshire Dales yesterday and the northern end of the
Peak District tomorrow. Although I cycled 74 miles there was virtually
no climbing so it felt quite restful.
The Trevelyan Hotel in Morecambe was nice enough. Alan and Pamela
took it over about 18 months ago and have spent time and money
doing it up very tastefully. The room I was given was on the 4th floor
so was a bit of a hike up some steepish stairs but, once there, the
room was bright and clean and had a very comfortable bed. Breakfast
was a good FEB and help yourself to cereals. Following my remarks
about Morecambe I was surprised to hear that they were full and,
looking at the surrounding Hotels and B&Bs, there appeared to be few
vacancies. Quite what people find to do in the area I don’t know but
there must be some attraction.

I left at just before 0900, my water bottles filled and chilled overnight
by Alan and found my way back to the bike path to Lancaster without
a problem. Back over the Millennium Bridge and into the town centre
to grab a picture of the Town Hall. Even though Lancaster is not the
County Town I think its Town Hall is worthy of record.

Leaving Lancaster involved the steepest climb of the day but it was
soon done and I was out into the undulating countryside on the edge
of the Moss land, the flat country that includes, further south, The
Fylde. My route followed back roads until, just short of Garstang, I
had no option but to join the A6. This was not too bad because there
is a cycle lane, as part of the main carriageway, almost all the way to
Preston. I passed the point at which I had looked out of the train
window on my way north, where the A6 and M6 sandwich the railway
and it was not as bad as I had feared.
10 miles later I was on the edge of Preston and the traffic melted away
to almost nothing as I came in on the Garstang Road and down the
hill past Evans Cycles who had come to my rescue 2 years earlier
when my back wheel disintegrated on my way from Lands End to
John O’Groats.

I made my way into the centre of town to try to obtain a picture of me
and the bike in front of the County Council buildings. These sit on
Fishergate and looking at Google Streetview, I thought it would be all
but impossible to get the shot because of the road layout; but I was
able to stop at the bottom end of the Fishergate shopping precinct and
persuade a passer-by, who had a small boy on his shoulders, to take
the picture. The County Council buildings are the red brick structure

in the distance.
Mission accomplished I carried on down Fishergate and crossed the
River Ribble which was filling with an incoming tide

My route now followed the A59 through about 20 miles of flat
countryside. A lot of horticulture interspersed with a bit of horsey
culture and a number of villages that have spread along the main
road. It was lunchtime when I reached Burscough and I had intended
to have lunch at the Bull and Dog. I stopped there and had a pint of
Doombar but was told I would have to wait three quarters of an hour
for food so, not being especially hungry, pressed on.
At Maghull I left the A59 and for a short while joined a canal towpath.
The weather was sunny and there was little wind and it was most
pleasant to potter along the canal, watching the ducklings making V
waves. The path was tarmac and in very good condition so riding was
easy. After a couple of miles I left the towpath and headed out into
some open countryside before crossing over the M57 and heading
through suburbia to Aintree. I had always wanted to go along the
Melling Road, famous for being crossed during the Grand National, so
I ensured it was on my route. In the event it’s a bit disappointing: the
racecourse is behind high fencing so photographs are not easy but
here is my attempt, taken from a layby where I stopped to eat my daily
Jaffa Cakes and Apple.

On to Liverpool and down to the waterfront to see the Liver Building.
The city was en fete, the International Mersey River Festival
happening on the waterfront with thousands of people listening to
music and other attractions.

All sorts of food was on offer but I declined and headed into the City
Centre to get the picture in front of the Town Hall. Unfortunately, the

person I picked to take the picture of me was flying high and it didn’t
turn out too well, so I took one of City Hall myself.

I took the opportunity to do a quick circuit of the City which I knew
quite well from the days when I worked for Guardian Royal Exchange
Assurance. For a couple of years, I managed their property portfolio in
Liverpool, a strange mix of high quality office buildings and very
tertiary shops in the outlying districts, mainly as a result of GRE
picking up all the units occupied by Johnsons the cleaners when they
defaulted on their mortgages. It was my job to try to dispose of these
as best I could which usually meant pretty much giving them away for
the equivalent of 5 years rent. One of the better office blocks was
called Central Buildings which stood on the corner of North John
Street and Mathew Street, home of the long demolished Cavern Club,
and it has now turned into a Beatles themed hotel called the Hard
Day’s Night Hotel with little statues of the Fab Four at First floor level

I

ventured down Mathew Street where there are two recreations of the
Cavern Club with surly looking bouncers standing outside and lots of
picture takers and then on up to St George’s Square and Lime Street,
looking much smarter than I remember it from the 1970s possibly as
a result of
Liverpool
becoming a
European Capital
of Culture in
2008. This rather
curious byproduct of the EU
was conceived by
actress Melina
Mercouri, whilst
serving as Greek
Minister of Culture in 1983, but it has resulted in substantial innercity regeneration
I’d had enough of sight-seeing and headed out on the Wavertree Road
towards my destination in Widnes, 11 miles or so from the city centre.
The navigators behaved impeccably and guided me onto another
excellent cycle trail that follows a defunct railway line for about four
miles from Childwall to Halewood. When that ran out I was only four
miles from my destination, the Mersey View Hotel which I found with
ease and was sinking a well-earned pint in the crowded bar at
4.30pm.

Day 6 Widnes – Manchester - Wakefield

The Mersey View Hotel at Widnes has been a pub for ever but it did
not really become a hotel until Colin took it over a couple of years ago.
Now, he tells me, the rooms are seldom empty and the bar, if a
Sunday afternoon is representative is doing a flying trade. I walked
into a bar at about 4.30pm with about 30 drinkers and there were
more outside. The rooms are well presented, with comfortable beds
and excellent power showers. There’s no cooked breakfast but you
can help yourself to as much cereal, yoghurt, croissants and fruit as
you wish, to be eaten in your room, which has a good desk and tea
and coffee making facilities. So, it was very good value for money. My
bike was brought into the back bar and Colin was around at 0900 this
morning to release it.

I left on a
bright and
sunny
morning
with
forecast of
20+
degrees to
come later
in the day.
I first had
to brave the traffic on the roads leading up to the Runcorn bridge and
there were a few hairy moments but I eventually found my way to the
Trans Pennine cycle route which follows the St Helens canal for about
4 miles before branching off and crossing the Mersey just south of
Warrington. Following the Ship Canal to Thelwall it goes under the M6
viaduct and picks up the old Lymm railway which is a well surfaced
track that runs for about 7 miles through suburb and country. It was
lovely cycling with plenty of shade, the only drawback being the pesky
cycle gates at every junction, necessitating a complete stop to wiggle
through them. They vary in design and at one point I had to reverse
the bike into a kissing gate in order to get through. The result of this
was that progress was slow and I was only averaging about 10mph.

Once the old railway ran out there was a mile or so on the road before
I joined the Bridgewater Canal that took me on an immaculate surface
through Sale and Stretford before I was forced onto the main roads at
Old Trafford where, after a brief argument with the navigators, I was
able to cycle past the cricket ground

and into the City Centre without much problem. There are good cycle
lanes through the middle of most cities now, and I feel more
threatened on country A roads than I do in the city, in fact it’s really
quite fun. I got to Manchester City Hall to find that it is surrounded by
marquees and bunting ready for some festival or other. I managed to
get this rather bad picture taken to show I’d been there.

I pushed on east, eventually picking up the Ashton canal after a few
false starts. The canal in Manchester has been greatly gentrified with
expensive looking houses and apartments along its bank. The path is
good but, because the canal climbs quite steeply there are regular
locks which make cycling difficult. Many of the slopes around the
locks are still cobbled and steep and in some places there are steps
that have to be negotiated.

Canada geese have bred in great numbers and the canal path is
covered in droppings. A major cull is called for. The further you go
from the centre of Manchester the worse becomes the state of the
towpath, in some places really quite dangerous and I had to get off
and
push
in

several places. In many ways I would have been better to follow the
roads which take straighter lines but I stuck with the canal for about
12 miles until I finally gave up at Mossley and joined the Manchester
Road. Reviewing my route I should have given up at Stalybridge
where I stopped to buy a bottle of water and some Jaffa Cakes from
Tesco. I would have missed the Scout Tunnel, 188m long and very
dark and cobbled: I wheeled the bike the full length for fear of ending
up in the ‘oggin, though there is a guard rail.

I had done little climbing all day and knew that I was about the hit the
Pennines at Greenfield. Having done my home-work I knew that I was
faced with a 3 mile climb in excess of 6% to get up on top of the moor.
In the event it was a lot easier than I had feared. I got myself onto the
bottom cog and ground my way up. I was passed by another cyclist at
one point who remarked that I was doing it the hard way with such a
heavy load. When I told him that this was my third time over the
Pennines in 6 days he was impressed.
Half way up the climb I heard the distinctive call of the curlew and
there were lapwings in abundance. I’m fairly certain that I even saw a
Golden Plover flying past me. Anyway I made it to the top without
stopping and carried on across the moor for another couple of miles
before I stopped to eat my Jaffa cakes and take a couple of pictures.
The slope picked up and I hurtled down into Holmfirth, touching
40mph. Having reached the town, I then had another long climb out

the other side and an even steeper climb out of New Mill on the A635.
This was to be the pattern for the rest of the journey, up and down
like a fiddler’s elbow, but, amazingly, my legs are not complaining I
came racing down a hill to Denby Dale to see this fine viaduct.

I had planned today’s journey with a view to visiting the 224 acre
Yorkshire Sculpture Park, in the grounds of Bretton Hall, which is
about 10 miles south of my destination at Wakefield. I knew that it

closed at 6pm so I was very short of
time because of the time I had taken on the canals.

My original route would have taken me in at the south end and out of
the main entrance at the north but I missed the turn and wasted even
more time by having to enter from the north. So it was about 530pm
before I got into the park. There seemed to be nothing stopping me from
cycling around it so I did and was able to cover a lot of ground. It would

be nice to return and view the sculptures in more detail but I’m glad to
have done it. There are several Henry Moore sculptures that are
permanently on show and temporary exhibitions both in the park and
inside the gallery, which I had no time to visit. The current exhibition
in the park is by KAWS with some idiosyncratic monumental wooden
sculptures.

It was a brief but enjoyable visit and I made my way back up the hill
and down into the outskirts of Wakefield. Having lost myself a couple
of times I took this picture of West Yorkshire County Hall at about
7pm

So a long day in the saddle but generally enjoyable and my hotel for
the night seems good. It should be another relatively restful day
tomorrow, ending up in Hull.

Day 7 Wakefield – Leeds – York –
Beverley- Kingston upon Hull

The Stanley View Hotel in Wakefield caters mainly for contractors
working away from home. It’s relatively cheap, it has a bar of canned
beer and lager and it provides basic home cooking, mainly out of the
freezer. After my hard day in the saddle I immediately sank two cans
of John Smiths before eating a presentable but not over exciting
chicken casserole and rice followed up with a spotted dick from the
freezer. Two more cans of beer helped put the blog to bed and I was in
the land of nod by 11pm. The bed was excellent, a double, quite the
most comfortable I have slept in for a long while and I slept until
about 530 when a combination of thin curtains and an uncomfortable
bladder got me out of bed. I went back again but did not go back to
sleep and eventually got up properly at about 745. Breakfast was a
well-cooked FEB and I was out of the room and away at 0906.
The shortest distance between two points is a straight line but roads
are no respecter of geometry so the shortest route from Wakefield to
Hull, that I could have taken on my bike, would have been about 60
miles. However, I decided that it would have been a shame not to visit
York and, because it was on the way, Leeds. This increased the
journey to almost 80 miles but I reasoned that it was fairly flat so
should not cause problems.
I set off for Leeds and immediately ran into problems. When I plan my
routes I try to stay off main roads but also try to avoid cross country
tracks which show up on the Open Source computer maps that I use,
but are excluded from Google Street View because no vehicles can go
along them. However, I had forgotten in this case that the route to
Leeds was quite tortuous unless I went for a few short-cuts. I also had
a problem with Rita who was giving me warning noises that tell me
there is about to be a change of direction but no spoken cue.
Eventually I realized that she was following the Trans Pennine cycle
route and not paved roads so I spent the first half an hour on some
less than good tracks before emerging in a housing estate in Belle Isle.
Once there I made my way towards the centre of the city but kept
going wrong so I had a frustrating time trying to decipher directions.
In the end I reset the system and Rita was back talking to me by the
time I left Leeds.
Leeds has, probably, the largest and most opulent Town Hall in all
England. It was built in the face of local opposition in the 1850s and,
would you believe it, came in way over budget: plus ca change. It is

now used mainly for concerts and events, the most prestigious being
the Leeds Piano Competition which attracts international entries.
When I cycled past it was being used to advertise the forthcoming
World Triathlon Championships, with Leeds University alumni
Alastair and Jonny Brownlee as poster boys

I once again became hopelessly lost and wasted a lot of time getting
out of Leeds. I ended up taking the main road to York which was not
too bad as it had a decent cycle lane. However once outside the city
limits the cycle lane disappeared and I had some worryingly close
shaves with lorry drivers before I was able to turn off and go across
country through Tadcaster,

which is having its bridge refurbished, so just as well I was on a bike.
I then had a short stretch on a decent off road cycle track before going
past Askham Bryan Agricultural College and into York from the south
west by way of off-road cycle tracks which, apart from the fiendish
cycle gates made for pleasant cycling.
As York is not on my list of County Towns I did not seek a picture of
me in front of
a Civic
Building but
contented
myself with a
shot of the
beautiful
Minster.
It’s hard to
get the whole
building in
the frame but
it is a glorious bit of architecture and says much about the religiosity
of the populace in medieval times. The city was full of tourists and I
had to get off my bike and push through the narrow streets.
You’ve guessed it, once again I got lost and wasted 20 minutes getting
out of York. There was little alternative, once outside the ring road,

but to take the main road to Hull. Fortunately, this was not
particularly busy and has some reasonable cycle tracks in places. I
decided to stop for a late lunch at the Windmill pub near Dunnington.
A couple of very nice pints of York brewery Guzzler and a not brilliant
fish pie were expensive but helped break the journey.
I set off feeling lethargic and that stayed with me for the remaining 37
miles of the journey. The weather was not oppressively hot but I would
happily have gone to sleep if I didn’t have an objective. The
countryside had been fairly un-interesting for most of the day, mainly
because I was on big roads but also because it was flat and
featureless. With about 25 miles to go to Beverley I branched off the
main road and took to some delightful back lanes which cut through
the Yorkshire Wolds and gave me the odd steep climb

I reached Beverley, the County Town of East Riding at about 5pm and,
as the Council Buildings are not much to write home about had my
picture taken in front of the ornate market cross. Unfortunately the
photographer managed to cut off the top of the “wedding cake”
structure but I have a record of the event

Amazingly I found my way through Beverley and out the other side,
passing the inconspicuous civic buildings on the way, and, more
importantly, passing the beautiful Minster which is right on the edge
of the town.

As with
York
it’s
hard to
get a
good
picture
with a
camera
phone
but
that was the best I could do.
It was about 7 miles from Beverley to my hotel in Hull and I met a
stream of cyclists coming the other way but none following me. I can
only imagine that, on the principle that the only good thing about Hull
is the roads out, everyone was keen to escape. Anyway they had a
lovely evening for it but I was keen to get to my destination, which I
achieved at about 6pm, and have some food and drink.

Day 8 Hull – Lincoln - Retford
When I arrived at the Mayfair hotel in Hull I wondered if I’d somehow
been transported to Poland. There were Polish grocers, bars and a
restaurant all around. I suppose being so close to the ferry
encourages them to settle there. As the only restaurant in the area
seemed to be Polish, that is where I ate. The waitress spoke perfect
English but had to hunt around for an English menu but once she
had found it I had a tuna salad starter and a Pork Schnitzel with
mashed potatoes. For pud I had a couple of enormous pancakes filled
with sour cream and cream which pretty much bloated me. The whole
meal including a couple of pints of Polish lager came to £19 which I
thought pretty good value.
I was worried last night that I would be kept awake by the noise from
the main road and people drinking at the hotel bar but once I had
closed the window it was quiet. The bed was comfortable and the
shower excellent. This morning I woke at about 530 but dozed until
about 8 when I went off for breakfast. This was a help yourself to
cereals, yoghurt, cheese and meat but no FEB. I got talking to the
owner of the hotel, Steve, who was on breakfast duty and filled him in
on my journey and how it was going. We moved on to talk about the
chances of Hull City surviving in the Premier League and Steve Bruce
staying on as manager. I enjoyed my stay at the Mayfair and thought
it very good value for money.
I set off from the hotel at about 915 and made my way along the main
road into the City Centre. The streets of Hull are undergoing a
massive redevelopment, because it is to be the UK City of Culture in
2017, and the Town Hall is behind barricades but I managed to take
this picture

There are some interesting looking buildings in the City including
several cinemas and theatres that appeared to date from Edwardian
times.

It’s probably a place that would be interesting to visit with a
knowledgeable guide once all the improvement works have been
completed.

Having
done my
bit in the
Centre I
set off for
the
highlight
of the day
which was
to cross
the
Humber Bridge. Between its completion in 1981 and 1998 it was the
longest suspension bridge in the world but has since slipped to 7th
place: however it is still the longest suspension bridge that has a cycle
way and from the approach road to the slipway on the other side at
Barton the Garmin recorded 1.48 miles. The weather was very
overcast but there was little wind so the crossing was fine. I stopped
in the middle to take some pictures but it was so misty that they are
meaningless.
Once off the other side I cycled pretty much due south on back roads.
As I approached the level crossing at Elsham the gates were closing
and I waited whilst a long train of trucks carrying Biomass to the Drax
power station near Goole
came past. The worrying
thing is that they were
almost certainly carrying
pellets that had been
produced in Scandinavia
and shipped over here to
burn along with coal. The
trucks were painted with a
blue and white livery
shouting POWERING TOMORROW. Is this really an efficient way to
produce power or should we be doing more to make use of our own
resources: the joys of Europe?
Shortly after this I went through the middle of Brigg, a town that still
holds a market twice a week. On this rather grey and chilly day there
were few people about at 1130, indeed the number of pubs

outnumbered them so there must be a good trade on Thursdays and
Saturdays. Interestingly I passed a power station on the outskirts of
Brigg that burns straw, a commodity which is grown locally in large
quantities.
The topography of the day was interesting. I was aware of climbing
slowly from Barton but I came screaming down a 10% hill near
Elsham and, later in the day at Lincoln I was hardly aware that I had
climbed but descended a very steep hill in the city to the river at the
bottom so I had clearly been gradually climbing for a lot of the day.
I stopped for lunch at about the half way point, The Crown at
Glentham where I had a couple of excellent pints of Lincolnshire Tom
Wood bitter and very good ham egg and chips which set me up for a
rather tedious cycle to Lincoln. The countryside is not particularly
interesting and there are few features so I was glad to approach
Lincoln on the main road which had a good cycle lane. I cycled round
the cathedral and stopped to take some pictures. Again, a magnificent
building that would be nice to explore.

As I’ve already intimated, I left the cathedral precincts and Rita told
me to turn left on steep hill. She wasn’t joking: it was the steepest hill
I have seen, and cobbled so I was glad to be going down. At the
bottom I turned right and found the County Council building and took
a picture.
I left Lincoln by way of a cycle path that followed the Fossdyke
Navigation canal for a few miles, loads of barges and long boats
moored up, and then picked up National Cycle Route 64 which runs
on a disused railway line. The first section is tarmac, and it then goes
to a well compacted stone, so really easy to ride along and dead flat.
At North Clifton it crosses the river Trent by a magnificent viaduct.
Unfortunately, because I was on it I could only catch a glimpse of its
glory as it curved around a corner
I was now about 11 miles from my destination and, after passing
through a pretty village I was faced with major A roads for the last 4

miles which rather spoiled my day and I arrived at the hotel feeling a
bit shredded. Unfortunately there’s no real ale but a couple of pints of
John Smiths have perked me up!
One of the most striking things about today was that, although I have
been passing through arable country all day, good looking crops and
tidy fields, I don’t recall seeing a single machine working. It’s mainly
the time of year. Crops are in the ground and growing well, but I
might have expected to see a sprayer.

Day 9 Retford – Sheffield – High Peak

Week one of cycling over and 514 miles covered; so pretty much on
target and, hoping I’m not tempting fate, no major problems.
The Elms Inn at Retford is in Nottinghamshire which seems a bit
strange as I do not get to Nottingham until Sunday but such is the
nature of my journey. The Hotel is part of the Spirit pub company
group which includes Sizzling Grills and Chef & Brewer amongst their
brands. I was given a room in the stable block, large enough for the
bike although it was on the first floor so I had to lug it up some creaky
stairs. The floorboards creaked at every move and I felt for the

occupants of the rooms below. There was no option but to eat in the
hotel restaurant and I’m afraid it wasn’t good. The place was full of fat
families taking advantage of the 2 meals for £10 offers. The restaurant
was badly under-staffed with hundreds of glasses awaiting washing
and tables not cleared promptly. After a long wait my mixed grill
consisted of a sausage that had been microwaved until it crunched, a
piece of tasteless steak, over salty gammon, soggy chips and a couple
of pieces of blotting paper chicken. At least the eggs were nicely
cooked! Part of the deal was a free dessert: I opted for chocolate fudge
cake, for which I had to ask because they had clearly forgotten about
it, and it wasn’t great.
The hotel deal is for the room only and after last night’s meal I didn’t
feel inclined pay more for a potentially awful breakfast so I made do
with a cup of tea. Anyway at least the bed was comfortable and the
curtains effective enough to keep me from waking until 0645.
Today is the last day of major climbing before Devon and Cornwall. I
have to cross the notorious - in cycling terms - Winnats Pass before
reaching my overnight stop with my cousin Catz and her family in the
High Peak District.

I set off at about 9.15, having paid the bill and mentioned that I was
not too impressed with the meal last night. Within a couple of miles

Rita told me to turn off and I found myself on a canal towpath, which
took me through to Worksop.
At Shireoaks I took to some delightful country roads. It was overcast
and quite chilly but there was not enough wind to turn the turbines in
front of me or ruffle the windsock at the airfield. I climbed over the hill
as the sun started to peep through although the visibility remained
poor throughout the day. At Harthill I was sent on some serious offroading which crossed under the M1 on a very rudimentary track
which even involved lifting the bike over a stile.

After a couple of miles the track became a road which went past a
heavily improved house with two large ponds covered in lily pads, with
ghostly shapes flitting below. Around the house was an amazing
selection of modern statuary including a rhino made out of farmyard
scrap metal. A definite touch of South Fork about it.
This led me into the Rother Valley country park which has a large lake
on which children were learning to sail and, around it, were involved
in all sorts of outdoor activities. Loads of mummies, not many yummy,
were taking their toddlers and wheelchairs for a stroll in the now
strong sunshine. I had to make a strange manoeuvre to get across a
railway line, heading half a mile in one direction to come all the way
back once I had crossed the line.

I then started
climbing on cycle
tracks, some paved,
but most hard
packed stone. There
were some quite
steep pitches and
loads of pesky cycle
gates that had to be
negotiated, some so
tight that I had to turn sideways to get through.

After 30 miles off off-road cycle tracks I found myself in the middle of
a large roundabout in Sheffield. There was a full infrastructure of
cycle-ways over the top and trams also crossing above street level. I
simply could not find my way
off. I went round and round the
circles trying to pick up the
route on my phone but kept
getting it wrong. Eventually I
did what I should have done
from the start and looked for
visual clues of the City Centre
which is where I needed to be to
take a photo of City Hall. After
that it was relatively
straightforward and I got the
photo.
By this time, I was getting
peckish, having had nothing
since the night before, so went
into Waitrose and bought a
couple of sandwiches. I was
about an hour behind my
schedule so decided not to stop
at my proposed lunch stop but
carried on towards the Peak District.

I started off through a Park and the well-made track then climbed
until, just out of Sheffield, I hit some serious hills, fortunately on
tarmac. I ground my way up in bottom gear for about three miles
before emerging on the top with a great view of Sheffield in the
distance, but, unfortunately, it was so misty that the photo was next
to useless.
I carried on across the moor before zipping down to Hathersage,
realising that I had the same amount of climbing to do the other side.
I stopped for some water, which came at a premium in the Spar shop
but I needed it, knowing that I had the steepest climb of the journey to
come. Through Hope and Castleton on relatively flat roads and then
the world moved upwards at an alarming rate as I forked left to
Winnats Pass. This is serious climbing, over 20% in places and I made
it less than half-way before I Goaped. Even if I had not had a load, I
don’t think I would have made it all the way. Even if I had started
fresh from Castleton without a load I don’t think I’d have made it, it
was a serious hill.
Once at the top there was a lovely long sweep down to Chapel-en-leFrith which lies in a valley, consequently there was still a serious
climb up the Eccles Road before I reached my destination with my
cousin Catz. I was greeted with a cup of tea and then a couple of
beers and a nice conversation over supper.

Day 10. High Peak – Chester – Bangor-onDee

We had a lovely supper of spaghetti followed by rhubarb from the
garden washed down with some very nice Barolo and finished it off
after, some good conversation, with cheese and biscuits. Just the job
to finish off the day. Catherine’s husband Ian had to put together a
business proposal so he went off and left us to talk. Apparently he
didn’t finish work until 3am!
This morning, after Catz had taken daughter Eleanor to catch the
train to school, she came back and cooked me a FEB. What great
hospitality and difference from the night before.
I got going at 0907, having been warned that I was in for some serious
hills between Ollerenshaw and Macclesfield. I started with a fast
descent into Whaley Bridge and then immediately into a mile of up to
10% which levelled out before continuing up at the same sort of pitch
at Kettleshulme for another mile. It was then up and down, before the
final fast descent into Macclesfield 10 miles into the journey.
Beyond Macclesfield I had little climbing left, just odds and ends as I
crossed the Cheshire Plain. For the next 7 miles I was on a quiet B
road running between grass fields and green hedges. Blackbirds were
singing and I heard a pheasant cockling. I passed a paddock with 3
llamas (maybe alpacas) and all was very peaceful. The sky was
overcast but occasionally the sun would peep through.

I knew that I would pass close to Joddrell Bank but thought I would
take a closer look so made a complete circuit of the site, taking several
pictures.

I even went down the drive to the visitor centre but seeing signs
asking that all phones be switched off to avoid interfering with the
telescopes, I didn’t stay as I would have been in danger of losing my
navigators.
Having done a complete circuit, I was then told to turn right down a
very rough track. This deteriorated the further I went but there was
no reasonable alternative but to keep going. Unfortunately, I hit a
patch of mud and over I went, winding myself and hurting my
shoulder. I’m sure that there’s nothing broken, but I’ve wrenched it
quite badly and it is quite tender. I’ll get some Ibuprofen in the
morning and hope that it improves.
I kept going along quiet roads until, just south of Northwich, I had to
join the A556 which was busy but with a poor cycle track along the
pavement, quite dangerous at times as it was narrow and the surface
was poor. At Sandiway I came across a strange new looking tower in
the middle of the dual carriageway

Wikipedia tells
me that it was
part of the gate
lodge to Vale
Royal Abbey
and stood for
more than 200
years until a
car ran into it
in 2013,
damaging it so badly that it was demolished. However local residents
were so incensed by its loss that the Council rebuilt the tower, at the
expense of the driver’s insurance company, in 2015, using the original
materials.
I had to continue along the main road for another four miles, by which
time it had started to drizzle. Luckily I came across the Vale Royal
Abbey Arms, a Greene King pub and, as it was lunchtime, went in for
sausages (a bit tasteless) and mash and a pint of IPA.
At Kelsall I turned off the main road and made my way by back roads
until I crossed the busy Tarporley Road and hit a dirt track. This got
so narrow that there was barely room for the bike and I was being
stung on my legs by nettles. I was crossing Hockenhull Platts, a
nature reserve which has three extraordinary packhorse bridges
where it crosses the water-meadows of the river Gowy and I was
pleased to see them, although the cobbled surfaces were such that I
dismounted and pushed across them.

After a couple of miles of precarious going I emerged onto roads at
Christleton where the school was going home and immediately joined
the excellent towpath of the Shropshire Union Canal which I followed
for three miles right into Chester city centre.

I was a bit cold and wet by this stage and didn’t want to hang about or
explore so took a picture of the famous Eastgate clock as proof of my

presence.

I still had another 16 miles to go to my destination, Bangor-on Dee,
which I managed to extend by a couple of miles by taking a wrong
turn just as I crossed the Welsh border and eventually arrived at the
Buck House Hotel, wet and rather miserable at about 530pm. Beer
and food should fix it.

Day 11 Bangor-on Dee – Shrewsbury –
Stafford - Uttoxeter

Buck House Hotel is one of two in Bangor-on-Dee and there’s a guest
house as well, which is amazing for a one horse town (except on race
days). My room was adequate; a very comfortable double bed but the
shower room was very poky, with a wash hand basin that was hardly
big enough for a shave let alone to wash out my cycling kit, which is
what I try to do each night straight after I arrive. Consequently, they
came into the shower with me and I got the undershirt and cycling
shirt dry but the bibshorts had to go in a plastic bag with the socks
and I’ll dry them tonight. I left my bike outside and the receptionist
promised that she would put it in the beer cellar overnight. However
when I came down from showering etc, an hour or so later, it was still
outside the back door, so I’m glad that the old “Taffy was a Welshman
etc” rhyme was not proved. Anyway when I complained, I was able to
watch her put the bike under lock and key before I went through for a
pint and some supper.
I can’t remember what the ale was, but it was good enough for me to
have 3 pints with my fish and chips. The latter was a dish of two
halves. They were doing a deal on f&c at £8.99 for a large haddock
and chips. However my plate had two good sized pieces of fish, one of
which was perfectly cooked and the other overdone which was a
shame. There was a couple eating at the same time and the wife had
Fajitas which were clearly not good and she complained. She may
have been hard to please but I must admit the pancakes looked fairly
awful. So I wasn’t over-impressed by the hotel and I declined the extra
charge for breakfast.

I left at about 0915 expecting to get wet at some point during the day
and there was a bit of mizzle in the air as I climbed quite steeply out
of the Dee valley past the racecourse. After that I was on a very quiet
road that stayed fairly level for the 25 miles to Shrewsbury. I passed
by the gates of Ellesmere College where friends of mine had been at
school 50 or so years ago and within 2 hours was in Shrewsbury
where, as usual, I got lost. Having had no breakfast I stopped for a
Subway bacon butty, a couple (ok three) cookies and a cup of tea.
Well refreshed I carried on to Shropshire County Council offices.
Being a Saturday there was no one working but I persuaded a nice
lady to take my picture.

At Atcham the road crossed and then left the River Severn. Here I was
following Watling Street with the Wrekin straight ahead of me. A
formidable obstacle that I climbed when I cycled from Lands End to
John O’Groats but which, mercifully, I skirted on this occasion. I
passed Attingham Park, owned and re-furbished by the National Trust
and headed for Telford.
On the Holyhead Road at Wellington I stopped at my pre-destined
lunch stop, The Red Lion. I ordered and was given a pint of beer and
the Landlord then told me that they had a choice of special lunches
for £5, so I opted for chilli con carne, and it was excellent. When I
went to pay he said “It’s all taken care of”. When I queried this, he
said that he had seen from my jersey that I was cycling for charity,

and he would like to contribute. What a lovely gesture, and I have
paid the money to Sport Relief, from the Red Lion. Unfortunately I
neglected to ask his name but thank you so much and if anyone is
reading this and happens to be in that area, do pay them a visit.
I made my way onwards by back roads, through housing estates and
villages, some celebrating the Queen’s official birthday with parties
and, just short of the National Sports Centre at Lilleshall, I turned
north to Newport. At Outwoods, I re-joined National Cycle Route 55
which I had been following off and on for much of the day. Here it
followed an old railway line, very smoothly surfaced and easy to ride
amongst the trees

I passed a field of poly-tunnels, probably 50 acres or more, of
strawberries that were being irrigated by a huge tractor rig.

The old railway continued all the way to Stafford, though, in places, it
was not such a good surface. I saw several other cyclists and, at one
point, a herd of cows was crossing the line for milking. When the line
ran out after 10 miles, I took to back roads that led me into the town
centre. Of course I got lost, but not badly so and found the old Shire

Hall in the centre for the photo.

At this point it started to rain quite heavily so I donned my rain jacket
and started off towards Uttoxeter. As it got worse I sheltered for a
while but it soon passed and I carried on past Beaconside Sports
Centre where drum and brass band practice was taking place in one
part of the field
and flag
twirling in
another. It
was an
impressive
operation with
3 conductors
and 40 or so
players. I
carried on
towards Uttoxeter, my destination for the night and was faced with the
most tiring part of the journey, the road going up and down like a
roller coaster for 12 miles but eventually I found the Lanes B&B where
I was warmly greeted and made to feel at home.

Day 12 Uttoxeter – Derby – Nottingham Oakham

Lanes B&B lies on the Derby road out of Uttoxeter and was easy to
find by turning past the big bull in the middle of the roundabout.

Jan (from Liverpool) and Chris (from Hertfordshire) are lovely people
who make you welcome as soon as you set foot in their home. There is
a hot tub and Jan is a qualified masseuse. I should probably have
made use of both but, in the end, did neither. The room was nice, with
a huge double bathroom and good shower, but the room did get very
hot and I had to leave a fan on all night so that I did not swelter, and
there was a shortage of power points. The bed was a bit firm for my
liking but I rested.
About quarter of mile from the house was a Marston’s Inn that served
what one expects from a Marston’s Inn and I had a pulled pork burrito

and 3 pints of Pedigree. Efficient and cheerful service and perfectly ok
food. I walked back in the spitting rain and put the blog, and then
myself, to bed.
Breakfast was excellent, anything in the way of cereals yoghurt and
toast and a really good FEB to set me up for what was forecast to be a
showery day.
I set off just after 9 and it was starting to spit. I put on my smart
Assos jacket and continued: it got heavier. I stopped under a thick
yew bush and hoped it would pass: it didn’t. Eventually I had to go on
or risk being very late at Oakham. It rained all day until I got to
Melton Mowbray, 12 miles from my destination, when the rain
stopped and I had a glimmer of sunshine. So it was a thoroughly
miserable day for cycling and one to forget.

I made it to Derby in quite
good time. As I have
already explained Derby is
not the County Town but
I’m using it as MY County
Town, so I made for the
centre and took a picture of
the Guildhall
It’s a handsome building
and I was taken with the
centre of Derby as a whole.
Probably worth exploring
further in the future but
Nottingham called.
I kept going in the rain
which eased and then grew
harder as I entered the
‘burbs of Nottingham. I
stopped under a bus shelter
for a while. (Why are they
called bus shelters and not
rain shelters? You’re not
sheltering from buses) and
hoped the rain would ease;
it didn’t. I continued into
the centre and found the City Hall quite easily for a change. It’s
probably the most imposing I have seen because of its setting: Leeds
is huge but you can’t see it properly but Nottingham has a great
square in front of it and fountains and statues (and trams). I really
liked it.

Then I got lost. Getting lost in dry weather is annoying: when it’s
pissing with rain you wonder if it’s all worthwhile. After half an hour
messing around I found my way to Trent Bridge and crossed it

I cycled past the Cricket Ground, down the Radcliffe Road and joined
the canal that took me 5 miles east. It clearly hasn’t seen a boat in a
long while and the locks are broken, but the pathway is good part

from those pesky gates, some of which seem to serve no purpose; even
more aggravating in the rain. Lots of ducks and swans and, at one
point, there was a chorus of cuckoos, presumably seeking one another
for the purpose of the next generation.
I left the canal just short of Cotgrave where I stopped at Sainsburys
local for a couple of Scotch Eggs and some Bakewell Tarts to keep me
going. There was a fair old climb out of Cotgrave and an even bigger
one out of Hickling.
I was now in Stilton country passing close to Colston Basett and
Cropwell Bishop and through Long Clawson and Melton Mowbray.
Lots of smallish grass fields with good hedges, very like parts of
Somerset. Just before Melton Mowbray I went across an open common
with Leicestershire sheep grazing. Some of the lambs looked close to
finishing.
I only had 12 miles to go to Oakham, but, just as yesterday, they were
the most testing, with the road going up and down steeply. The only
thing in my favour was that it had, finally, stopped raining. I made it

to Oakham at about 5pm and took a picture of County Hall.

Now isn’t that what every county hall should look like? Multum in
Parvo is the motto of Rutland – a lot in a little.

Day 13 Oakham – Leicester – Birmingham

Kirkee House in Oakham is about quarter of a mile from the town
centre and is a small guest house run by Carol and Paul. Paul spent
most of his working career in the printing industry before redundancy

took him to university to study Criminology. The room I was given was
also Multum in Parvo: everything was there but the bed was a little on
the small side and the ensuite bathroom certainly made the most of
the space. However breakfast in the morning was excellent so no
complaints.
I had a very pleasant surprise last night when Foster Edwards, with
whom I played rugby at Bedford in the 1970s got in touch to say that
he and his wife Jackie were coming down to take me out for supper at
Wildwood in Oakham. We had a lovely meal and a good chinwag;
really nice of them to make the effort to come down from Harby about
40 minutes away from Oakham.
I set off from Oakham, in the rain, at 0854 and was immediately into
a roller coaster of a route towards Leicester, similar to the finish of
yesterday, so progress was slow and I only managed 10.7 miles in the
first hour. After that it picked up as the terrain flattened. I was forced
onto the A47 which meant fighting the traffic until I hit the outskirts
of Leicester where I picked up cycle lanes which made life easier. I
quickly found my way to the Town Hall but it was not easy to get a
good picture

I guess that the bunting was left over from the football club
celebrations.

The road east from Leicester was quite quiet but the rain continued to
mizzle. It was an uneventful journey through cropped fields until 35
miles into the journey I realised, from brown signs, that I was close to
Bosworth Field where Richard III had met his end. I was in no hurry
so I deviated from my route and went to the Heritage Centre. On my
way there it started raining harder and for about 10 minutes I
sheltered under an ash tree waiting for it to ease off.

In the end I gave up and rode on. At the centre, up a fairly steep hill
there was a restaurant and, as it was about 1245 I decided to stop
and eat and hope the rain would stop. I had a large bowl of hot pot
and a pot of tea for a very reasonable £9 and felt much better for the

stop.

The rain had abated and I went on a quick cycle down the other side
of the hill meeting a band of school-kids marching towards me like a
mediaeval army. I found the cairn which is where Crookback Dick
was supposed to have been unhorsed

and continued around the trail that marked the particular points of
interest. Modern farming has altered the landscape and there are a
canal and a railway crossing the battlefield

The terrain continued to be kind until I reached Atherstone where I
knew that I was in for a climb and it was one of those that seemed to
go on and on: however, once I reached the top it was downhill most of
the way to the canal that I picked up at Curdworth

However the surface of the path was so poor that I soon gave up and
took to the main road, or, rather, the pavement beside it. This gave
me a reasonable run in to within 5 miles of the city centre where I
again picked up the canal, now with a proper hard surface

Here the ground rises quite sharply and a series of locks raises boats
about 150 feet in 4 miles. This means that there are steep ramps on
the cycle path which were quite difficult to negotiate at times. I came

in under Spaghetti Junction and into the city centre where I had this

picture taken in
front of the Town hall, still in my rain jacket, despite an improvement
in the weather. I’m afraid that my camera assistant was not very
good!

I’m staying the night with my Cousins Freddie and Linda Mark in
Harborne and found my way to their delightful house in Harborne by
about 5.15, a quarter of an hour later than I had told Linda to expect

me. Another surprise was to find yet another cousin Philippa and her
husband Alan on a trip from their home in Australia, are also staying
the night. So we all had a jolly supper of gammon, spuds and
vegetables followed by a delicious
summer pudding and yoghurt with
brown sugar, known in this
household as “oilslick”, suitably
lubricated with wine.
Consequently, the blog, and I, are
late going to bed.

Day 14. Birmingham – Hereford –
Worcester

My Grandfather, Maurice, had 4 brothers and one sister, Constance,
or, as she was always known in the family, Sis. It is Sis’s son Freddie
that I was staying with in Birmingham. Freddie was an architect by
profession and 40 or more years ago bought a plot of land in Harborne
to build his ideal home. From the road you see a garage door and a
hedge but once you step past them towards the front door that you
can just see between the two, you enter a delightful Japanese garden.
Freddie’s wife Linda welcomed me and, once the bike was in the
garage, ushered me in to the beautiful open plan living area with
intriguing glimpses of the garden beyond. There is a separate bedroom
wing beyond the dining area and I had a very good night’s rest after
supper and blogging.
Breakfast of muesli, fresh pineapple and yoghurt was at 0800 with a
view to getting me away by 0900. Philippa and Alan were also leaving
to see Linda’s mother before taking the Eurostar to Paris to see one of
their daughters who lives there. I was, more or less, on time and left in
watery sunshine with the cousins waving me off and wishing me bon

voyage. Thanks so much for a splendid stay, especially to Linda who
cooked us a delicious supper and washed my smelly clothes.
I immediately found my way onto a cycle path that led me down a
steep hill to the Woodgate Valley Country Park where I tracked the
Bourne Brook for a couple of miles before passing under the M5 and
heading for Hagley. I stayed on this main road, at Blakedown, passing
a large queue of cars waiting to be convoyed past some road surfacing
works. As a result, the next 3 miles to Kidderminster was almost
traffic free.
At Kidderminster I joined the River Stour which has been canalised
and there was a lot of boat traffic waiting to pass upstream through
the locks. It had also started to rain quite heavily and I donned my
wind jacket and rain jacket, as it was quite cold, and sheltered under
a bridge. It showed little sign of abating so I continued to Stourport,
where the Stour joins the River Severn.
Crossing the Severn, I started to climb the not inconsiderable hill
towards Great Witley when the heavens really opened and I sheltered
as best I could under an ash tree which was not very effective. After
10 minutes the worst of the storm passed and I kept going. The road
climbs for about 10 miles, roller coastering on its way to Martley
where another heavy storm found me under a shed beside the road,
this time keeping completely out of the rain. Just beyond Martley the
road drops very steeply to Knightwick, and I went down gingerly, as
cantilever brakes in the wet are notoriously poor. As I reached the
base of the 17% hill there were 2 cyclists going up and I did not envy
them the climb to come.
I know this area quite well having worked on a farm nearby,
haymaking in the holidays from Cirencester Agricultural College, and,
as it was 1245 stopped at The Talbot at Knightwick. The Teme Valley
Brewery is behind the pub and brews 3 main ales, This, That and
T’other and a pint of T’other and a very good sausage, egg and chips,
satisfied the inner man.

The weather improved a bit and I carried on up the other side of the
Teme Valley, a stiffish 4 mile climb but in several pitches, so time to
rest as I went up. Up till now I hadn’t bothered with the camera as the
weather was so awful but I looked down across the valley and took a
picture to show typical Worcestershire countryside.

The maize, sown under a plastic sheet, seems to be growing away well.
A little further on I came across my first hop yard with cider apple
orchard alongside

Just past Burley Gate another storm threatened but I was just in time
to get into a shelter by the bus stop that did not look as though it gets
much use, the inside covered in ivy, the outside overgrown with
weeds, but it served its purpose for the 10-minute storm.

Onwards to Hereford. As I was cycling past the football ground an old
boy with a rollator fell heavily, almost into the roadway. The car that
was passing at the time stopped and so did I. We helped him to his
feet and no damage seemed to have been done. At 4.07pm I took this

picture of
Herefordshire County Council Office and set off on the
20 or so mile trip to Worcester.
After leaving the City I found some really pleasant back lanes, one
described as a Roman road and certainly straight and not bothered
with niceties such as going around hills. At Yarkhill I came across this
extraordinary sight

And yes, it really is a pair of 3m tall wellies. Presumably they were
made as a marketing aid but heaven knows how they arrived there.
Another rain shower found me sheltering under the overhanging roof
of a garage but fortunately not for long. I had some steep climbs on
the way back to Worcester, many of them in bottom gear until, at the
top of Crumpton hill the ground levelled out and dropped to the Teme
valley. Shortly after I came down the hill I tried to change gear and
nothing happened so I rode all the rest of the way to the hotel on the
small cogs. It was a struggle a couple of times but I made it, in a
heavy shower, to the Severn View Hotel at 7pm.

